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Hayward Variable Speed 

Heat Pump 

The Hayward® HeatPro® VS 

heat pump is the new and 

vastly improved way to heat 

and cool in-ground pools with 

variable-speed benefits like 

increased energy efficiency and 

super-quiet operation.  

 

The intuitive 

control panel 

provides a 

seamless user 

experience via 

touchscreen 

digital display.  

 

A titanium heat exchanger 

operates powerfully and 

efficiently even in freezing 

outdoor temps 

 

The HeatPro® is AHRI certified 

which means independent lab 

testing confirms product 

performance and value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ColorLogic® Laminar 

offers breathtaking 

ambiance by 

generating a clear 

glass-like rod of 

arcing water from 

the deck to pool. 

The only laminar with 
a height adjustable 

cover and multiple lid 
color options that help it blend 

with the surroundings. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

The ColorLogic® Bubbler 

creates a cascading column of 

water.  

Multiple nozzles 

offer a wide 

variety of 

water heights 

and widths to 

match any pool 

environment. The plume can be 

adjusted to achieve the desired 

effect.  

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

-- Create the Ultimate Ambience! 

ColorLogic® 

Laminar  

ColorLogic® 

Bubbler 

A big thank you to all for your loyalty, patience  

and understanding during this challenging period.  

We wish everyone good health and continued prosperity.   

Stay safe! 

Happy Thanksgiving! 
From  

your HaywardIMG Team 

https://hayward-pool-assets.com/assets/documents/pools/pdf/literature/WaterFeatureBrochure-LITWTRFFAM18.pdf
https://hayward-pool-assets.com/assets/documents/pools/pdf/literature/WaterFeatureBrochure-LITWTRFFAM18.pdf
https://hayward-pool-assets.com/assets/documents/pools/pdf/literature/colorlogic-160-320-brochure.pdf


  
  For more information on the products featured in Newsplash, please contact Hayward/IMG at  

Fax: 909.444.0327, email: img@hayward.com or go to www.Haywardpool.com 

 

 

 
The 

innovative 
water leveler 
from 

Paramount, a 
Hayward 

Company, 
continually 
works to 

ensure that 
your pool or 

spa is at its 
ideal level 

with the level being monitored 
and adjusted automatically.  
 

Paralevel’s 
“posi-click” 

adjustment 
makes it easy 
to make a 

manual 
adjustment.  

 
Paralevel offers “Smart-
Sensing”, which 

means it will ignore 
water sloshing in the 

pool as it only senses 
the pools true level. 
“SmartSensing” also 

protects Paralevel so 
it will not cycle on 

and off rapidly, like other 
levelers. This limits the 
potential for premature failure, 

and eliminates loud water 
hammer 

that could 
lead to 
damage to 

plumbing. 
 

Suction Entrapment Hazards 
 

 

Hair Entrapment: 

Hair can become 

entangled in 

suction outlets  

Limb 

Entrapment: 

A limb inserted into an 

opening of a suction outlet or 

suction outlet 

cover that is 

damaged, broken, 

cracked, 

missing or not securely 

attached can result in a 

mechanical bind or swelling of 

the limb. 

Body Suction 
Entrapment: 

A differential pressure 

applied to a large 

portion of the body or 

limbs can result in 

entrapment 

Evisceration/ 

Disembowelment: 

A negative pressure applied 

directly to the 

intestines through an 

unprotected suction 

outlet sump or 

suction outlet cover 

which is damaged, broken, 

cracked, missing, or 

unsecured can result in 

evisceration 

(disembowelment) 

Mechanical Entrapment: 

There is potential for jewelry, 

swimsuit, hair decorations, 

finger, toe or knuckle to be 

caught in an opening of a 

suction outlet or suction outlet 

cover resulting in mechanical 

entrapment 

 

VGB Compliant Suction Fittings 

 

 

VGB 

Compliant suction 

outlets (main drains) reduce 

the risk of suction 

entrapment. 
 

All Hayward WG Series suction 

outlets and replacement 

covers are VGB compliant and 

are tested to ASME A112 

19.8b-2009 and ANSI/APSP-

16 standards.  
 

Hayward square drain covers 

are available in a wide range 

of sizes and flow designs. The 

suction outlets are specifically 

designed for applications with 

requirements limiting the 

maximum flow velocity to 1.5 

feet per second.  
 

Each size and flow design 

cover retrofits to existing 

Hayward frames and are 

designed for an extensive 7 

year life span. 
 

A MATTER OF SAFETY 

INNER FLOAT 

ASSEMBLY 

mailto:img@hayward.com
http://www.haywardpool.com/

